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The Regulatory 
Assistance Project

RAP is a non-profit organization providing technical and educationalRAP is a non-profit organization providing technical and educational 
assistance to government officials on energy and environmental issues. 
RAP is funded by US DOE & EPA, several foundations, and 
international agencies. We have worked in 40+ states and 16 nations.

David Farnsworth is a Senior Associate of the Regulatory Assistance 
Project. From 1995 to 2008, he served as a Hearing Officer and Attorney 
on the staff of the Vermont Public Service Board. He was Co-Chair of 
the NARUC Staff Subcommittee to the Committee on Energy Resources 
and the Environment from 2004 to 2005, and also the Vice Chair of the 
NARUC Staff Subcommittee to the Committee on Natural Gas from 
2000 to 2002 He served as a staff member of the NARUC Task Force on2000 to 2002. He served as a staff member of the NARUC Task Force on 
Climate Policy from 2007 to 2008. From 2003 to June, 2008, served as a 
member of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative Staff Working Group.



Precedent Setting
First carbon cap-and-trade program in U.S.
Unprecedented collaboration between energy & 

i l i i d ienvironmental agencies in program design
RGGI region is a diverse microcosm of various generation 
resources and regulatory modelsresources and regulatory models 
New approach to program design–states auction 
allowances and use revenue to reduce electricity demand 

d d ll iand moderate allowance prices
General design approach instructive for other programs 
because RGGI program incentives focus upon both thebecause RGGI program incentives focus upon both the 
emissions source and end-user



h i d dWhat is cap-and-trade?
Establish a tonnage limit on an areas’ emissions (not on eachEstablish a tonnage limit on an areas  emissions (not on each 
single source) 
Create a tradable allowance for each ton under the cap
Allowances are a new kind of currency that emitters subjectAllowances are a new kind of currency that emitters subject 
to the program must acquire
Emitters must surrender allowances that correspond to their 
emissions in each compliance periodemissions in each compliance period
Allocation: the regulator (e.g., EPA or NJ BPU) can sell 
and/or give out allowances
Existing cap and trade programs include: US Acid Rain andExisting cap-and-trade programs include: US Acid Rain and 
NOx programs
NOTE: RGGI has taught us that a cap-and-trade program for 
carbon dioxide due to certain factors needs to becarbon dioxide – due to certain factors --needs to be 
designed differently in certain respects than the Acid Rain 
and NOx programs.



RGGI Innovations

1. Consumer benefit allocation approach: allows emissions source-based 
program to address electricity end-use
–Addressing CO2 requires new approach
–Reduce emissions at lower cost

2. Allowance auction: warranted due to implementation in competitive 
h l l k twholesale power markets

–Generates revenue to support end-use energy efficiency

3. Compliance flexibility: package of compliance flexibility measures designed 
t d k t l tilit ith t i i f t lto reduce market volatility without using price caps or safety valves
–Unlimited banking, multi-year compliance period, offset triggers

4. Offset design: utilizes standardized approach to evaluating “additionality” 
through benchmarks and performance standardsthrough benchmarks and performance standards



RGGI Timeline

• Sept. 2003: PUC and Environmental 
Staff from 9 northeastern states meet in 
NYC

• Dec. 2005: MOU signed by 7 states
• Mar. 2006: Draft model rule released to 

stakeholders and public for comment
A 2006 S ff I M d l R l• Aug. 2006: Staff Issue Model Rule

• Feb. 2007: MA and RI sign MOU
• April 2007: Maryland signs MOU

S 2006 D b 2008 P ll l• Sept. 2006 - December 2008: Parallel 
State Program implementation 
processes

• First Auction Scheduled September• First Auction Scheduled September 
2008



RGGI Program ComponentsRGGI Program Components

Start date of Jan ar 1 2009• Start date of January 1, 2009
• Covers fossil-fired generation ≥ 25 MW

Th li i d• Three-year compliance periods
• Cap size -- 188,076,976 tons -- based mainly 

2000 2002 t d hi t i lon average 2000-2002 aggregated historical 
CO2 emissions

• Two phase cap: stabilize emissions through• Two-phase cap: stabilize emissions through 
2014 (i.e., compliance periods 1 and 2); 
reduce 10% by 2018 (end of period 3)reduce 10% by 2018 (end of period 3) 

• Comprehensive program review in 2012



Program Components ContProgram Components Cont.

• Regional Allowance Auction• Regional Allowance Auction 
• Consumer/Strategic Benefit Allocation:

• Minimum 25% allocation for Consumer Benefit and/or 
Strategic Energy Purpose, as defined in MOU (e.g., 
support end-use energy efficiency or promote IGCC)

• Remaining 75% allocated at discretion of each stateRemaining 75% allocated at discretion of each state
• States comprising majority of regional emissions budget 

have committed to use most of allowance budget to 
support consumer benefit programssupport consumer benefit programs

• Banking allowed (no limit)
• Offsets (with limitations, requirements prescribed by rule)



RGGI Consumer BenefitRGGI Consumer Benefit 
Allocation

•Auction of allowances and use of revenue to support greater end-use 
energy efficiency and mitigate ratepayer impacts

•Allows an emissions source-based cap-and-trade program to take anAllows an emissions source based cap and trade program to take an 
integrated approach that also addresses electricity end-use

•End-use energy efficiency avoids CO2 emissions, resulting in lower 
allowance pricesallowance prices

•End-use energy efficiency investments also provide additional ratepayer 
benefits

–Cap-and-trade program can be expected to affect wholesale–Cap-and-trade program can be expected to affect wholesale 
clearing price
–Energy efficiency projects provide energy bill savings at the retail 
price over the life of the investmentprice over the life of the investment
–Consumer benefit allocation approach has potential to provide net 
economic benefits  associated with more efficient energy use



Allowance Allocation:Allowance Allocation: 
the Old Logic

Old LogicOld Logic
•Allocation doesn’t matter 

–Simply an asset distribution exercise (read: political)
Many current federal cap and trade proposals follow this logic to various–Many current federal cap-and-trade proposals follow this logic to various 

degrees

Old logic based on old context:Old logic based on old context:
•Cap-and-trade programs (e.g., Acid Rain, NOx Budget) developed prior to full 

advent of competitive wholesale electricity markets
•Dollar per megawatt-hour compliance costs were also relatively modest (e.g., 

NOx Budget < $1/MWh equivalent)
• To address Acid Rain, fuel switching was an option (e.g., Powder River Basin 

low-sulfur coal)
• Abatement Technology (e g scrubbers) commercialized• Abatement Technology (e.g., scrubbers) commercialized

–Allocation method not expected to impact marginal cost of abatement



Consumer Benefit Allocation: 
the New Logic

New logic: 
•Allocation does matter; it is critical to the economic success of cap-and-trade 

program and to mitigating ratepayer impacts
New logic based on new context:
• Electric generation cap-and-trade program to be implemented in competitive• Electric generation cap-and-trade program to be implemented in competitive 

wholesale markets
•Abatement and/or capture technology in developmental or early commercialization 

stage
–Allocation method expected to significantly impact marginal cost of abatement 

if directed to address electricity end-use
–Strong support for end-use energy efficiency key to moderating allowance 

price in absence of back-end controls (also continued role for end-use p (
efficiency, due to economics of such controls)

• Fuel Switching?  Is there an analog to low-sulfur coal?
• Dollar per megawatt-hour compliance costs expected to be significant (e.g., $2-

3/MWh equivalent and up dependent on cap stringency and program design)3/MWh equivalent and up, dependent on cap stringency and program design)
–Given greater compliance costs, pass-through to ratepayers matters



Why Have a Consumer BenefitWhy Have a Consumer Benefit 
Allocation?

RGGI t b i l t d i d l t d h l l• RGGI program to be implemented in deregulated wholesale 
electricity market

• Compliance costs of marginal unit incorporated into Compliance costs of marginal unit incorporated into 
wholesale market clearing price, regardless of allocation 
method (i.e., free distribution or auction)

• CO2 allowances analogous to a marginal O&M cost
• Generators “expend” allowances when generating 

electricity resulting in forgone revenue that could beelectricity, resulting in forgone revenue that could be 
received through sale of allowances (“opportunity cost”)

• As a result, market price of allowances factored into 
generator bids into the wholesale market



Consumer allocation –
statutory example

“In order to provide the maximum long term benefitIn order to provide the maximum long-term benefit
to Vermont electric consumers, particularly benefits 
that will result from accelerated and sustained 
investments in energy efficiency and other low-costinvestments in energy efficiency and other low cost, 
low-carbon [resources], 

the public service board shall allocate 100 percentthe public service board …shall  allocate 100 percent
of  [Vermont’s] tradable power sector carbon credits 
and the proceeds from the sale of those credits

through allocation to one or more trustees acting on 
behalf of consumers” 

--H.860 Vermont (enacted 2006), codified at 30 V.S.A. section 255 



Key Allocation Issues forKey Allocation Issues for 
Consideration

• An integrated approach, i.e., an allocation approach that recognizes these differences 
between Cap-and-Trade for SO2 and the same C&T for CO2  is needed to ensure 
regional and, ultimately, federal cap-and-trade program success

As with all markets impact of carbon market price signals on business and consumer behavior may be–As with all markets, impact of carbon market price signals on business and consumer behavior may be 
subject to market barriers and market failures

–Existing market barriers to greater end-use efficiency (e.g., high implicit consumer discount rates, spilt 
incentives, capital rationing by business)

•Carbon price signal alone unlikely to be sufficient
–Market transformation approaches in tandem with price signals are the key to fully realizing lower-cost 

emissions reductions and moderate allowance prices

•Under a federal program, a strong partnership role for states will be key to implementing 
an integrated allocation approach and achieving allowance cost containment

–States have comparative advantage and experience in delivering end-use energy efficiency programs
St t i b tt iti t dd i l d l l t t l i ( l d l i )–States in better position to address regional and local structural issues (e.g., land-use planning)



This is Not Your Father’s (or Mother’s)This is Not Your Father s (or Mother s)
Oldsmobile Cap-and-Trade Program
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